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FIT MISSION MAKEUP

Hey girlfriend! Please read through your whole color match
email first. There is essential information in your email that is
not included in this packet.
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Beginner Demi Tutorial
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What It Is: A breakthrough approach to makeup, Demi Colour is a
carefully calibrated saturation of cream color that is strategically
applied using a featherlight technique. Most of your skin remains
untouched, resulting in an undetectable makeup that reveals the
magic of your face.
How You Use It: Using a Demi brush, apply a light touch of Demi
Colour directly to the places on your skin that need filtering, using
color solving to balance tone, add depth, and achieve a flawless
finish.
Selecting a Color: All Demi Colours are scientifically engineered
to filter the least all the way to the most saturated colors in the
human range of skin tones. Analyze the colors present in areas of
your face you want to neutralize, then utilize color solving to select
shades from this universally inclusive range of hues to filter out
any excess colors you don’t want, build depth of color you do
want, and infuse your skin with a natural luminosity.Why It‘s Better
We believe you shouldn't have to choose between showing off the
features you love and polishing the areas you don’t. Demi Colour
uses stunningly smooth texture and refined color to enhance the
beautiful features of your face without sacrificing the inimitable
radiance of your skin. Your natural beauty is extraordinary and
exclusive; we want you to share it with the world.
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DEMI OPTION 1
If you feel you have lighter tones, we
really aren't having to dip into the 3 or
5 level tones (ex. O3, O5)
You may have blue, green, purple back
grounds but not too dark of areas you
may just need RO1, O1, YO1, R1,
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DEMI OPTION 2
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DEMI OPTION 3

If you feel you are light to medium
tones but really start to get some
darker areas or areas of stronger
redness. You'll need to start using the
YO1, O1, Y1, R1 type colors but also
jumping into the O3, maybe O5
depending on tone level

If you feel you have deeper sunspot
coloring or very deep pigments and
have medium to darker skin color and
your spots are much darker in color
you would like would be O3, O5, O7

WHY IT'S DIFFERENT
We believe you shouldn't have to choose
between showing off the features you love
and polishing the areas you don’t. Demi
Colour uses stunningly smooth texture and
refined color to enhance the beautiful
features of your face without sacrificing the
inimitable radiance of your skin. Your
natural beauty is extraordinary and
exclusive; we want you to share it with the
world.

FITMISSIONMAKEUP.COM

I recommend using Demi Brushes for Demi . The brush size all
depends on your goal. Each double-ended brush is designed with
soft, tapered ends in a variety of sizes and shapes that expertly
distribute a featherlight layer of Demi Colour.
Shape Brush only if you want to use demi for most of your face in
larger areas: Lightly sculpt and define the features of your face.
Works for bigger areas. If you need to "tone" key places that may
pull. green or blue tones and need a light dusting of the color
opposite on the color wheel to neutralize the strong colors
Bright Brush *if areas are bigger than spot brush size this one is
the next size up: Brighten your skin tone with the ultimate
controlled color application. This one works best if working with a
little areas but also needs a little dusting or an area a little bigger
than what the spot brush can fix
Spot Brush *this one will be used the most: Get ready for your
close-up with pinpoint precision to target fine details. This brush
you will probably use the most as it really gets in there and gets to.
the core of. the issues
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WHY IT MATTERS:
With Demi Colour we want your skin & face to be the star of the show. This
means that taking care of your skin is SO IMPORTANT- as it should be even
without Demi. For any makeup line to work at it's fullest potential, taking care
of your skin is essential. Please reference below to get your skin on track if
you are needing help. I always recommend starting a new skin care line out
slowly so you can fully tell how your skin likes it.
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SEINT CREME

Start off for 2-3 weeks with Creme. What it is:
Creme contains an abundance of natural milk
components that flood the skin with moisture
leaving you with a more youthful glow. With its
combination of alpha-hydroxy lactic acid and
vitamins A and E, it gently helps exfoliate the dull
surface cells of the skin to reveal a smoother and
more radiant looking complexion. This helps
promote clarity, radiance, and reduces the
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. This is my
favorite. I swear it has made such a difference for
so many. It even helps me notice a difference in
the morning with the bags under my eyes.
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SEINT TONER

After you have been using your Cleanser for 2-3
weeks along side the Creme, start using the
Toner along with the Cleanser & Creme. With
this toner, start out using it a couple times a
week. This toner is also amazing with razor rash
or burns. Toner is used to tone and gently
exfoliate while maintaining delicate skin moisture
balance. It contains our milk base that floods the
skin with hydration, lactic acid to gently exfoliate
revealing a more even skin tone, aloe vera to
soothe and soften the skin, witch hazel to help
reduce the appearance of pores, and vitamins
and minerals to nourish the skin, revealing a
more clarified and smoother looking complexion.

SEINT REFRESH WIPES
What it is: These gentle, 2-in-1 facial
wipes remove makeup, cleanse away
the day, and tone skin for an even, silky
complexion. Wipes are crafted with the
opulent quality of Cleanser and Toner,
so there’s no need to rinse- just finish
with Creme and bask in your effortless
glow. When I did start using these I did
rinse it off and followed with
moisturizer so my skin got used to it.
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CURE EXFOLIATER
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BRUSH CLEANSER

SEINT CLEANSER

After using your Creme for 2-3 weeks start using
the cleanser at night for 2-3 weeks while still
using your Creme. What it is: Cleanser contains
highly moisturizing ingredients to help gently
cleanse away the day without stripping skin of its
natural protective barrier. This lactic acid creambased cleanser will gently exfoliate revealing
soft, smooth skin ready for nourishment. It is not
made to foam, its more gentle on the skin and far
less drying. Use only the cleanser- no water with
this until rinsing.
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Cure is a gentle exfoliator meant to
only be used twice a week to gently
exfoliate your skin to remove excess
dry skin. This helps your skin be much
smoother.

What it is: Brush Cleanser is a spray
specifically engineered to dissolve
bacteria and remove makeup residue
from your brushes quickly and easily. I
have a tutorial on YOUTUBE how to
wash brushes.
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BRUSH CLEANING TILE
What it is: A fast and easy tool for
removing excess color from your
brush so you can switch between
shades with ease.
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OTHER
I also like to use products from ZO
and NEOCUTIS- from a peel to
serums. If you want to know those
products reach out to me via email!
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SEINT

DEMI COLOUR COLOR OPTIONS

lighter skin
helpers

purple/blue
areas

green/blue
areas

O1

RO1

Y1

YO1

darker skin
helper

O3
YO1
OR1

Y1
O5

OR1

YO1

OR1

O7

BBL

bold beautiful leaders

O1

O1
RO1

Bright Edit I
O1
OY1
great for areas that have
a lot of blue under tones,
maybe by the eye or
around the mouth, use with
a light dusting

+
Brushes
+

palettes

G1
great for acne or
more of a pink,
lighter rosacea
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order your demi or iiid foundation at
http://fitmissionmakeup.seintofficial.com

What is the texture of Demi Colour?
Demi Colour is a dense and highly saturated cream texture that can be used in a
feather light layer resulting in an undetectable makeup.
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What are the ingredients?
Demi Colour products contain: Liquid Paraffin, Beeswax, Petrolatum, Ozokerite Wax,
Cetyl Esters, Lanolin, Zinc Stearate, PhenoxyethanolDepending on the color, Demi
products MAY CONTAIN: Mica, Titanium Dioxide, Iron Oxides, Ultramarine Blue,
Bismuth Oxychloride, Chromium Oxide Green, Carmine, FD&C Yellow #5, FD&C
Yellow #6, FD&C Red #40, FD&C Red #27, FD&C Red #7, FD&C Red #6, FD&C
Blue #1
What’s the longevity of the makeup?
One of the many benefits of Demi is that far less product is needed, as Demi is only
applied directly to places on your face that require color solving to balance tone and
add depth. Each tin will last on average 6-12 months, but since everyone’s face is
unique, you may find you will need to replace certain colors sooner than others.
Why are the tins smaller than IIID, but cost more?
The scientifically formulated Demi Colours are a more concentrated and pigmented
design which is extremely effective. The amount of product necessary is a fraction of
what any other makeup system uses. And because they are not matched to your skin
color, your Demi palette will work for your skin no matter the season or situation.
Why can’t I fit as many Demi tins in my IIID palettes?
Demi palettes are sized specifically to fit Demi tins, while IIID palettes are only meant
to fit IIID tins.
Is Demi replacing IIID Foundation?
No. IIID Foundation is an important part of who we are and we have no plans to
discontinue it. We know that some individuals will be more comfortable using and
selling IIID Foundation, so we are thrilled to offer both lines of makeup and give Artists
the opportunity to choose which line they would like to promote.
How is Demi different than IIID Foundation?
Demi Colour is not a foundation, but an individualized approach to makeup unlike
anything else on the market. Demi Colour utilizes color solving combined with
stunningly smooth texture to enhance the beautiful features of your face with
undetectable layers that won’t sacrifice the inimitable radiance of your skin.
Will we have Illuminators?
Instead of Illuminators, Demi utilizes Gloss and Balm. These are light-catching, sheer
creams that add a hint of dewy glow to perfect your look. They can also be utilized as a
lip gloss!
Will Setting Spray or Primer be used?
Unlike traditional makeup, with Demi there isn’t a layer of product that can shift and
move throughout the day that needs to be set. If applied correctly, Demi Colour will
last the entire day without the use of a setting spray or powder!
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PLEASE SET UP A PARTY WITH ME BEFORE YOU ORDER TO EARN AMAZING IN-STORE
REWARDS
I always recommend having one open, even if you don't shop a ton so that you can earn in-store
credits. Kind of like a punch card! Every purchase you make under your link will start building your
credits and discounts to put towards a future purchase. If you would like a party set up, let me
know! Using a party with Demi Colour is a great way to quickly earn in-store credits to put towards
future purchases.
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fitmissionmakeup.seintofficial.com/en

Reminders:
Once you purchase your makeup, you
will receive an email from me with VIP
goodness, so be sure to check your
inbox.
You can have a party/reward link set
up to start earning rewards before you
shop. Reach out to me so I can open
one up for you.
If you love your makeup & refer family
or friends who make purchases, let me
know. I'll send you a gift!
I have a facebook page where you can
learn more about Demi and get more
guidance for you.
Always feel free to reach out. I am
here for you! We can always work one
on one and you can even join my
scheduled zoom calls reach out to
jocelyn@fitmissionmakeup.com

